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Probability distribution of arrival times in quantum mechanics

V. Delgado
Departamento de Fı´sica Fundamental y Experimental, Universidad de La Laguna, 38205 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain

~Received 18 September 1997!

In a previous paper@V. Delgado and J. G. Muga, Phys. Rev. A56, 3425~1997!# we introduced a self-adjoint

operatorT̂(X) whose eigenstates can be used to define consistently a probability distribution of the time of
arrival at a given spatial point. In the present work we show that the probability distribution previously
proposed can be well understood on classical grounds in the sense that it is given by the expectation value of

a certain positive-definite operatorĴ(1)(X), which is nothing but a straightforward quantum version of the
modulus of the classical current. For quantum states highly localized in momentum space about a certain

momentump0Þ0, the expectation value ofĴ(1)(X) becomes indistinguishable from the quantum probability
current. This fact may provide a justification for the common practice of using the latter quantity as a prob-
ability distribution of arrival times.@S1050-2947~98!03602-6#

PACS number~s!: 03.65.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Standard quantum mechanics is mainly concerned w
probability distributions of measurable quantities at a giv
instant of time. Such distributions can be inferred from t
formalism in terms of projections of the instantaneous s
vector uc(t)& onto appropriate subspaces of the whole H
bert space of physical states. However, one may also be
terested in the probability that a certain physical quan
takes a definite value between the instants of timet and
t1dt. Let us assume this quantity to be the position o
particle and restrict ourselves to one spatial dimension. W
is the probability distribution of arrival times at a detect
situated at a given pointx5X? Standard quantum theory
based on the assumption that, by reducing sufficiently
experimental uncertainties involved, the outcomes of a
measurement process will reproduce, within any desira
precision, the ideal distribution inferred from the spect
decomposition of a certain self-adjoint operator associa
with the physical quantity under consideration. It is therefo
implicitly assumed that the quantum formalism can provid
prediction for the experimental results without having
make reference to the specific properties of the measu
device involved. Since the distribution of arrival times at
given spatial point is, in principle, a measurable quantity t
can be determined via a time-of-flight experiment, it is re
sonable to ask for an apparatus-independent theoretical
diction.

In classical statistical mechanics the above question h
definite answer: The~unnormalized! probability distribution
of arrival times atX for a certain statistical ensemble o
particles of massm, moving along a well-defined spatial d
rection ~i.e., either with momentap.0 or with momentap
,0), is given by the average current atX,

^J~X!&5E E f ~x,p,t !
p

m
d~x2X!dx dp, ~1!

where f (x,p,t) represents the phase-space distribution fu
tion characterizing the statistical ensemble. In quantum
571050-2947/98/57~2!/762~9!/$15.00
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chanics, however, things turn out to be much more involv
In particular, a straightforward application of the correspo
dence principle would lead us to consider the expecta
value of the current operator

Ĵ~X!5
1

2m
~ P̂uX&^Xu1uX&^XuP̂! ~2!

( P̂ denoting the momentum operator! as the most natura
quantum candidate for the probability distribution of the tim
of arrival at a pointX. However, even though such a defin
tion has been widely used in recent times@1–4#, it cannot be
considered as a satisfactory solution because of the fact
the expectation value ofĴ(X) is not positive definite, even
for wave packets containing only positive-momentum co
ponents. Nonetheless, when quantum backflow contribut
become negligible, one expects the expectation value of
current operator to be a good approximation to the ac
probability distribution of arrival times.

The difficulty for defining such probability distributions i
nothing but a mere aspect of the more fundamental prob
of the nonexistence of a quantum time operator conjugat
the Hamiltonian. The reason for this latter fact lies, basica
in the incompatibility of such a time operator with the sem
bounded nature of the Hamiltonian spectrum@5–7#.

In spite of detailed work by Allcock@6# denying the pos-
sibility of incorporating the time-of-arrival concept in th
quantum framework, more recently there has been consi
able effort in defining a probability distribution of the time o
arrival of a quantum particle at a given spatial point@1–4,7–
12#. The incorporation of such probability distributions in th
formalism of quantum mechanics has both conceptual
practical interest. In particular, this issue is closely related
the problem of the temporal characterization of tunnel
~the so-called tunneling time problem! @13–21#, whose un-
derstanding is important for its possible application in sem
conductor technology.

In Ref. @1#, Dumont and Marchioro, primarily concerne
with tunneling-time distributions, proposed the probabil
current as a quantum definition of the~unnormalized! prob-
762 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 763PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL TIMES . . .
ability distribution of arrival times at a point sufficiently fa
to the right of a one-dimensional potential barrier. Leave
@2# has shown that this result can also be derived wit
Bohm’s trajectory interpretation of quantum mechanics
making the assumption that particles are not reflected b
through the pointX @i.e., ^c(t)uĴ(X)uc(t)&,0 does not
occur for anyt#. On the other hand, Mugaet al. @4# have
provided an operational justification of such a definition
simulating the detection of incoming particles by a destr
tive procedure. More recently, Grotet al. @9# have faced the
problem from a somewhat different perspective. These
thors construct a suitable self-adjoint operator in order
infer a probability distribution of arrival times from its spe
tral decomposition. More specifically, starting from the cla
sical equations of motion for a particle moving freely in o
spatial dimension and solving for the time, they arrive at
operator

T̂~X!5A m

P̂H~0!
@X2X̂H~0!#A m

P̂H~0!
~3!

as a natural candidate for the time of arrival of a quant
free particle at the spatial pointX. In the above equation
X̂H(t) and P̂H(t) denote the position and momentum ope
tors in the Heisenberg picture, respectively, and are relate
the corresponding Schro¨dinger operators by

ÔH~ t !5eiĤ 0t/\Ôe2 iĤ 0t/\, ~4!

whereÔ stands forX̂ or P̂, and Ĥ05 P̂2/2m is the Hamil-
tonian of the free particle. The operator~3! has the interes
that it represents a quantum version of the correspond
classical expressiont(X)5m@X2x(0)#/p(0) obtained by
straightforward application of the correspondence princi
and thecanonical quantization method@22#, which states
that classical equations remain formally valid in the quant
framework provided that one makes the substitution of P
son brackets by commutators$ , %→1/i\@ , # and interprets
the classical dynamical variables as self-adjoint operator
the Heisenberg picture. Of course, whenever the class
expression under consideration contains products of dyna
cal variables having a nonvanishing Poisson bracket~as is
the case for position and momentum!, the mere application
of the canonical quantization method does not guarantee
unambiguous construction of the corresponding quan
quantity. In fact, a specific symmetrization or quantizati
rule has been explicitly chosen in Eq.~3!. For instance, an-
other possible quantum operator obtained from the sa
classical expression via a different symmetrization r
~which has been previously introduced by Aharonov a
Bohm @23#! is

T̂~X!5
1

2S @X2X̂H~0!#
m

P̂H~0!
1

m

P̂H~0!
@X2X̂H~0!# D .

~5!

Unfortunately, despite the fact that the above two ope
tors are exactly what one would expect by virtue of the c
respondence principle, none of them is self-adjoint. To
cumvent this difficulty, Grotet al. proposed a modified time
s
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operator such that, when acting on states with no ze
momentum components, it leads to the same results as
operator~3! defined above.

In a previous paper@7# we followed a different route:
Guided by the fact that, in general, a self-adjoint time ope
tor conjugate to the Hamiltonian does not exist, we inste

looked for a self-adjoint operatorT̂(X) with dimensions of
time, conjugate to a conveniently defined energy opera
having a nonbounded spectrum. We showed that the
thogonal spectral decomposition of such an operator can
used to define consistently a probability distribution of a
rival times at a given spatial point within the standard fo
malism of quantum mechanics.

In this paper we are mainly interested in relating the f
mulation proposed in Ref.@7# with the corresponding classi
cal formulation. A quantum expression looks more natura
long as it is possible to derive it from a known classic
quantity by applying certain specific quantization rules~even
though such a procedure is by no means a necessary c
tion for the validity of a quantum formulation!. We begin by
briefly reviewing the relevant formalism in Sec. II. In Sec. I
we consider the semiclassical limit of the proposed proba
ity distribution of arrival times. In Sec. IV we show that suc
a probability distribution can be well understood on classi
grounds in the sense that it is formally analogous to its c
responding classical counterpart. In this section we also p
vide a relation between the expectation value of the s

adjoint operatorT̂(X) and the expectation values of th
operatorsT̂(X) given by Eqs.~3! and ~5!. In Sec. V we
analyze under what circumstances the proposed probab
distribution can be replaced, to a good approximation, by
probability current, which has been frequently used, in pr
tice, as a quantum probability distribution of arrival time
Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. FORMALISM

In looking for a probability distribution of arrival times
within the framework of standard quantum mechanics,

introduced in Ref.@7# a self-adjoint energy operatorĤ de-
fined by

Ĥ[sgn~ P̂!
P̂2

2m
, ~6!

where, in terms of a basis of momentum eigenstates$up&%,
the operator sgn(P̂) reads

sgn~ P̂![E
0

`

dp~ up&^pu2u2p&^2pu!. ~7!

The normalization has been chosen so that the statesup&
satisfy the closure and orthonormalization relations

E
2`

1`

dpup&^pu51, ~8!

^pup8&5d~p2p8!. ~9!
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764 57V. DELGADO
The motivation for introducing the operatorĤ, which es-
sentially represents the energy of the free particle with
sign of its momentum, lies in the fact that, unlike the Ham
tonian, it exhibits a nonbounded spectrum. It is theref
possible to define a self-adjoint operator with dimensions

time T̂(X) by simply demanding it to be conjugate toĤ, i.e.,

@Ĥ,T̂~X!#5e2 i P̂X/\@Ĥ,T̂~0!#e1 i P̂X/\5 i\. ~10!

This procedure led us to an operatorT̂(X) whose orthogona
spectral decomposition reads

T̂~X!5E
2`

1`

dttut;X&^t;Xu, ~11!

where the statesut;X&, which constitute a complete and o
thogonal set, are given by

ut;X&5h21/2E
2`

1`

dpAupu
m

ei @sgn~p!~p2/2m!t2pX#/\up&.

~12!

In order to facilitate an interpretation in terms of measu
ment results, it turns out to be most convenient to decomp
the eigenstatesut;X& as a superposition of negative- an
positive-momentum contributions, in the form

ut;X&5ut52t,2;X&1ut51t,1;X&, ~13!

with ut,6;X& defined by

ut,6;X&5h21/2E
0

`

dpAp

m
ei @~p2/2m!t7pX#/\u6p&. ~14!

As can be easily verified, even though the statesut,6;X&
constitute a complete set they are not orthogonal. Spe
cally,

(
a56

E
2`

1`

dtut,a;X&^t,a;Xu51, ~15!

^t,aut8,a8&5
1

2
daa8S d~ t2t8!2P

i

p~ t2t8!
D . ~16!

Despite this fact, the decomposition~13! is interesting be-
cause the variablet, unlike t, admits a proper interpretatio
as a physical time. In particular, the statesut,6;X& not only
have the desirable time-translation property

eiĤ 0t8/\ut,6;X&5ut1t8,6;X&, ~17!

but also transform under time reversal asut,6&→u2t,7&.
Consider a free particle propagating along thex axis to-

ward a detector located at a given pointX. We shall assume
that its actual state att50 is, in the position representation
either a linear superposition of positive plane wavesuc1(0)&
~corresponding to particles arriving at the detector from
left! or a linear superposition of negative plane wav
e

e
f

-
se

fi-

e
s

uc2(0)& ~corresponding to particles arriving at the detec
from the right!. At any instant of time the state vector
uc6(t)& satisfy the identity

uc6~ t !&[Q~6 P̂!uc6~ t !&, ~18!

whereQ(6 P̂) are projectors onto the subspaces spanned
plane waves either with positive or with negative momen

Q~6 P̂!5E
0

`

dpu6p&^6pu. ~19!

It can be shown that for normalizable states satisfying
~18! and vanishing~in momentum representation! faster than
p asp→0, it holds that@7#

6^c6uT̂~X!uc6&5E
2`

1`

dtt^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&

5

E
2`

1`

dtt^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!&

E
2`

1`

dt^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!&

,

~20!

where use has been made of Eq.~11! and uc6& denotes the
state of the particle in the Heisenberg picture,

uc6&5eiĤ 0t/\uc6~t!&5uc6~0!&. ~21!

As already stated, the right-hand side of Eq.~20! can be
recognized as a quantum version of the mean arrival tim
X, obtained by straightforward application of the correspo
dence principle to the analogous classical expression fo
statistical ensemble of particles propagating along a w
defined spatial direction. Furthermore, the positive-defin
quantity ^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6& satisfies

E
2`

1`

dt^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&5^c6uc6&51. ~22!

Therefore, in a quantum framework, the mean arrival time
X can be defined consistently by

^tX&656^c6uT̂~X!uc6&

5E
2`

1`

dtt^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&. ~23!

Accordingly, the probability amplitudeC6(t5t;X) of ar-
riving at X at the instantt5t, coming from the left~1! or
right ~2!, would be given by

C6~ t5t;X![^6t;Xuc6&5^t56t,6;Xuc6&

5h21/2E
0

`

dpAp

m
^6puc6&e2 i @~p2/2m!t7pX#/\

~24!

and the corresponding probability density takes the form
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57 765PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL TIMES . . .
uC6~ t5t;X!u25E
0

`

dp8E
0

`

dp
Ap p8

m h
^c6u6p&

3^6p8uc6&ei ~p2/2m2p82/2m!t/\e7 i ~p2p8!X/\.

~25!

The above formulation can be generalized in order to
fine a probability distribution of arrival times at a
asymptotic pointX behind a one-dimensional potential ba
rier. Indeed, provided that the potentialV(x) vanishes suffi-
ciently fast, far away from the scattering center, as to gu
antee the validity of the standard scattering formalism, it c
be shown that Eqs.~22!–~25! remain formally valid with the
only substitution

uc1&→
uc tr&

A^c truc tr&
, ~26!

where the~unnormalized! freely evolving transmitted stat
uc tr& can be written in terms of the scattering operatorŜ as

uc tr&5Q~ P̂!Ŝuc in&5E
0

`

dp T~p!^puc in&up&. ~27!

In the above equationT(p) denotes the transmission coef
cient characterizing the potential barrier, and the state ve
uc in& @which is assumed to satisfy the identityuc in&
[Q( P̂)uc in&# represents the incoming asymptote of the
tual scattering state of the particle att50. Whenever this
latter stateuc(0)& does not overlap appreciably with the p
tential barrier, it becomes physically indistinguishable fro
uc in& and, consequently, it is not necessary to discrimin
between them in practice@24#.

Since the presence of a potential barrier is not relevant
our purposes in this work, in what follows we shall restr
ourselves to the free case. More specifically, we shall c
sider a freely moving particle characterized by a state ve
uc6(t)& satisfying Eq.~18!. Nonetheless, this assumptio
does not imply any loss of generality in practice since
formulation below can be systematically generalized
means of the substitution~26!.

III. SEMICLASSICAL LIMIT

In spite of the fact that the expectation value

6^Ĵ~X!&6[6^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!&56^c6uĴH~X,t!uc6&
~28!

cannot be properly considered as a probability density
arrival times, it represents, however, a natural quantum
sion of the corresponding classical probability density. F
this reason it is instructive to investigate the connect
between such an expectation value and the quan
^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&, which, as stated above, can be i
terpreted consistently as a quantum probability density
arrival times. To this end, by inserting twice the resolution
unity in terms of a momentum basis, we write
-

r-
n

or

-

e

r
t
n-
or

e
y

f
r-
r
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f
f

6^c6uĴH~X,t!uc6&5E
0

`

dpE
0

`

dp8^c6u6p&^6p8uc6&

3S p1p8

2mh Dei ~p2/2m2p82/2m!t/\

3e7 i ~p2p8!X/\. ~29!

Expressing next the probability amplitude^6puc6& in polar
form as

^6puc6&5 z^6puc6& zeif6~p!/\ ~30!

and introducing the functional

I 6@ f #[E
0

`

dp f~p!z^6puc6& zeix6~p!/\, ~31!

where the phasex6(p) is defined as

x6~p![f6~p!2
p2

2m
t6pX, ~32!

we can finally rewrite Eq.~29! in the form

6^c6uĴH~X,t!uc6&5
1

mh

1

2
~ I 6* @p#I 6@1#1c.c.!.

~33!

On the other hand, the probability density~25! ~which, un-
like the probability current, is manifestly positive definite!
can be written in a completely analogous manner as

^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&5
1

mh
~ I 6* @Ap#I 6@Ap# !. ~34!

The two expressions~33! and~34! are especially suitable
for investigating the semiclassical limit\→0. Indeed, in this
limit the asymptotic expansion of the Fourier-type integ
~31! is given, to leading order, by@25#

I 6@ f #;ei ~p/4! sgn@x69 ~p0!#eix6~p0!/\ f ~p0!

3 z^6p0uc6& zA h

ux69 ~p0!u
, ~35!

wherep0 is the stationary point of the phasex6(p), defined
implicitly by

x68 ~p0![f68 ~p0!2
p0

m
t6X50, ~36!

and primes are used to denote differentiation with respec
the momentump.

By substituting Eq.~35! into Eqs.~33! and~34! we obtain,
to leading order as\→0,

^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&;6^c6uĴH~X,t!uc6&

;
p0

m
uc6~X,t!u2. ~37!

In the last step of the above formula we have used that
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766 57V. DELGADO
c6~X,t!5^Xuei ~ P̂2/2m!t/\uc6&5h21/2I 6@1#, ~38!

so that, as\→0, we have

uc6~X,t!u2;
u^6p0uc6&u2

ux69 ~p0!u
. ~39!

The information contained in Eq.~37! represents the main
result of this section. This equation reflects that the propo
probability density of arrival timesz^6t;Xuc6& z2 coincides,
in the semiclassical limit, with the quantum probability cu
rent6^c6uĴH(X,t)uc6&, which in turn is given in this limit
by the product of the probability densityuc6(X,t)u2 and the
group velocityp0 /m ~and, consequently, becomes a posit
quantity!. This fact suggests that the probability density d
fined in Eq. ~25! is nothing but a quantum version of th
modulus of the classical average current^J(X)&, which, as
already stated, plays the role of a probability distribution
arrival times atX for a classical statistical ensemble of pa
ticles moving along a well-defined spatial direction. In t
next section we shall see that this is indeed the case.

IV. POSITIVE-DEFINITE CURRENT

Let us concentrate on Eq.~12!, which defines the eigen

states of the operatorT̂(X) in terms of a basis of momentum
eigenstates. By introducing the self-adjoint operator

AuP̂u[E
2`

1`

dpAupuup&^pu, ~40!

we can expressut;X& in an alternative form that exhibits n
explicit dependence on any particular representation
proves to be most convenient for our purposes. Indeed,

ut;X&5E
2`

1`

dpK pUAuP̂u
m

ei sgn~ P̂!~ P̂2/2m!t/\UXL up&

5AuP̂u
m

ei sgn~ P̂!~ P̂2/2m!t/\uX&. ~41!

Correspondingly, the probability amplitude for particle d
tection at the spatial pointX @coming from the left (1) or
right (2)# at time t5t takes the form@Eq. ~24!#

C6~ t5t;X!5K XUAuP̂u
m

e2 i ~ P̂2/2m!t/\Uc6L
5K XUAuP̂u

m
Uc6~t!L . ~42!

This equation shows that the probability amplitude of arr
ing atX at timet is nothing but the probability amplitude o

finding the stateAuP̂u/muX& in the ~Schrödinger! state vector
uc6(t)& characterizing the particle dynamics att5t. On the
other hand, the corresponding probability density reads
d

-

f

d

-

-

PX
~6 !~t !uquant5uC6~ t5t;X!u2

5K c6~t!UAuP̂u
m

d~X̂2X!AuP̂u
m

Uc6~t!L ,

~43!

where use has been made of the identityuX&^Xu[d(X̂2X).
Before proceeding further it is convenient to consider

normalizedprobability distribution of arrival times at the
point X for a classical statistical ensemble offreeparticles of
massm, coming either from the left (p.0) or from the right
(p,0). Such a probability distribution can be obtained fro
Eq. ~1!. Indeed, by definingJ(1)(X) as the modulus of the
classical current

J~1 !~X![uJ~X!u5upu/md~x2X! ~44!

and using a convenient notation, it takes the form

PX
~6 !~t !uclass56^J~X!&6

5E E f 6~x,p,t!
upu
m

d~x2X!dx dp

5^J~1 !~X!&6 , ~45!

where the phase-space distribution function satisfies
identity

f 6~x,p,t ![Q~6p! f 6~x,p,t ! ~46!

and the modulus in the integrand of Eq.~45! comes from the
normalization factor~which, in the free case, takes the valu
61).

A comparison between expressions~43! and ~45! shows
that the quantum probability density of arrival times defin
above@Eq. ~43!# can be considered as a quantum version
the corresponding classical expression, obtained by asso
ing to the average of the classical positive currentJ(1)(X)
[uJ(X)u the expectation value of the positive definite cu
rent operatorĴ(1)(X)

J~1 !~X![
upu
m

d~x2X!→ Ĵ~1 !~X![AuP̂u
m

d~X̂2X!AuP̂u
m

.

~47!

It should be noted, however, that the relation existing
tween the classical currentJ(X) and the corresponding quan
tum operatorĴ(X) @given by Eq.~2!# is somehow different
from that existing betweenJ(1)(X) and Ĵ(1)(X). Indeed,
Ĵ(X) can also be considered as the quantum operator co
sponding to the classical currentJ(X) by virtue of the Weyl-
Wigner quantization rule, whereas the same does not h
true for the positive current defined above.

The Weyl-Wigner quantization rule is a mapping that a
sociates with every phase-space functiong(x,p) a quantum
operatorĜ(X̂,P̂) with an expectation value satisfying

^Ĝ~X̂,P̂!&5E E f W~x,p!g~x,p!dx dp, ~48!
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57 767PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVAL TIMES . . .
where theWigner function fW(x,p) plays the role of a qua
siprobability distribution function in phase space@26# and
can be expressed in terms of the quantum density operar̂
characterizing the physical system as@27#

f W~x,p!5
1

4p2E E E K q1
t\

2
ur̂uq2

t\

2 L
3e2 i @u~x2q!1tp#du dt dq. ~49!

By substituting Eq.~49! into Eq. ~48! it can be shown tha
Ĝ(X̂,P̂) is given by

Ĝ~X̂,P̂!5
1

4p2E E E E g~x,p!

3ei @u~X̂2q!1t~ P̂2p!#dx dp du dt, ~50!

and takingg(x,p)[p/md(x2X) in the integrand of Eq.
~50! one arrives, after some algebra, at the current oper
Ĵ(X) defined by Eq.~2!. Even though a similar relation doe
not exist for J(1)(X)[uJ(X)u it still holds true that the
positive-definite operatorĴ(1)(X) represents a natural quan
tum version of the modulus of the classical current. Acco
ingly, for free particles propagating along a well-defined s
tial direction the probability density of the time of arrival
a given pointX at time t5t can be defined consistently
within both a classical and a quantum-mechanical fram
work, as the instantaneous mean value of the modulus o
current

PX
~6 !~t !uclass5^J~1 !~X!&6 , ~51!

PX
~6 !~t !uquant5^c6u6t;X&^6t;Xuc6&

5^c6~t!uĴ~1 !~X!uc6~t!&. ~52!

We shall next concentrate on the operatorT̂(X). From the
definition ~11! one finds, taking Eq.~41! into account, that

T̂(X) satisfies

6Q~6 P̂!T̂~X!Q~6 P̂!5Q~6 P̂!F E
2`

1`

dtt ĴH
~1 !~X,t!G

3Q~6 P̂!, ~53!

whereĴH
(1)(X,t) denotes the positive current in the Heise

berg picture

ĴH
~1 !~X,t!5eiĤ 0t/\Ĵ~1 !~X!e2 iĤ 0t/\. ~54!

Accordingly, the mean arrival time atX @Eq. ~23!# can be
expressed as

^tX&656^c6uT̂~X!uc6&

5E
2`

1`

dtt^c6~t!uĴ~1 !~X!uc6~t!&. ~55!
r

or

-
-

-
he

-

The above equation gives the mean arrival time in a fo
that can be recognized as a quantum version of its class
counterpart in terms of the probability distribution~45!. In-
deed, the positive current̂c6(t)uĴ(1)(X)uc6(t)& enters
Eq. ~55! as a probability density of the time of arrival atX. It
should be stressed that contrary to what happens with
~20!, by virtue of Eq.~53! the above equation is valid forany
uc6(t)& satisfying the condition~18!. When in addition to
this latter condition it is also satisfied that

lim
p→ 6 `

^puc6&50, lim
p→ 0

p21^puc6&50, ~56!

it can be shown, after some algebra, that the mean arr
time ^tX&6 can also be expressed in the alternative forms

^tX&656E
2`

1`

dtt^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!&, ~57!

^tX&65K c6U 1

2S @X2X̂H~0!#
m

P̂H~0!

1
m

P̂H~0!
@X2X̂H~0!# D Uc6L , ~58!

^tX&65K c6UA m

P̂H~0!
@X2X̂H~0!#A m

P̂H~0!
Uc6L .

~59!

In the derivation of the above formulas use has been mad
the fact that the position operator transforms under spa
translations as

e2 i P̂X/\X̂e1 i P̂X/\5~X̂2X! ~60!

and that, att50, quantum operators in the Schro¨dinger pic-
ture become indistinguishable from those in the Heisenb
picture, so that, in particular, we haveX̂5X̂H(0) and P̂

5 P̂H(0).
Equations~58! and~59! give the mean arrival time atX in

terms of the operatorsT̂(X) introduced by Grotet al. and by
Aharonov and Bohm@Eqs.~3! and~5!, respectively#. A con-
nection between these operators and the self-adjoint ‘‘tim

operatorT̂(X) can be derived from a comparison with E
~55!. Indeed, as long as conditions~18! and~56! are satisfied,

the expectation value ofT̂(X) coincides with the expectation
values of the operatorsT̂(X), which have the interest tha
they can be obtained by quantizing the classical expres
t(X)5m@X2x(0)#/p(0) according to different standar
quantization~ordering! rules.

Under the same conditions, the expression of^tX&6 given
by Eq. ~55! becomes also indistinguishable from that giv
by Eq. ~57!, which involves the usual quantum probabili
current and has been frequently used, in practice, as a q
tum definition for the mean arrival time. This fact may pr
vide additional justification for the latter expression, who
validity in a quantum framework might, in principle, b
questionable. Indeed, despite the formal analogy betw
Eqs.~55! and ~57!, they have a somewhat different physic
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meaning: While the positive currentĴ(1)(X) is a positive-
definite operator and its expectation value enters Eq.~55!
playing the role of a probability density, the expectati
value of the usual probability currentĴ(X) can take negative
values and consequently cannot be interpreted as a prob
ity distribution of arrival times. Since usually this has be
the case, however, it is instructive analyzing under what
cumstances the expectation values ofĴ(X) and Ĵ(1)(X) be-
come indistinguishable. This will be the aim of the next se
tion.

V. PROBABILITY CURRENT VERSUS POSITIVE
CURRENT

In the preceding section we have seen that for state
tors satisfying Eqs.~18! and~56! the mean arrival timêtX&6

can be equally calculated by using the positive current or
probability current@Eqs. ~55! and ~57!, respectively#. Fur-
thermore, by using

E
2`

1`

dtei ~p2/2m2p82/2m!t/\5
m

upu
d~p82p!1

m

upu
d~p81p!

~61!

in Eqs.~25! and ~29!, we obtain

E
2`

1`

dt^c6~t!uĴ~1 !~X!uc6~t!&5

6E
2`

1`

dt^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!&, ~62!

so that the total probability of arriving atX ~at any instant of
time! can also be calculated in terms ofĴ(1)(X) or Ĵ(X).
Despite the interchangeable role that these quantities pla
the above integral expressions, when the state vector des
ing the quantum particle exhibits a considerable spread
momentum space the contribution of quantum interfere
effects may be important and the expectation values ofĴ(X)
andĴ(1)(X) can be appreciably different. This is most eas
seen by considering a superposition of two nonoverlapp
wave packets with well-defined momentum. Specifically,
shall consider a state vectoruc1& given by

uc1&5a1uc1&1a2uc2&, ~63!

where the coefficientsa1 ,a2 are real and̂ puc j& ( j 51,2)
are assumed to be minimum Gaussian wave packets cen
at the spatial pointx0, with momentum spreadDp and aver-
age momentumpj , respectively,

^puc j&5@2p~Dp!2#21/4expF2S p2pj

2Dp D 2

2 i
px0

\ G .
~64!

We takep2.p1.0 andDp!p22p1 in order to guarantee
that the above two wave packets do not overlap apprecia
Under these assumptions, the probability curr

^c1uĴH(X,t)uc1& and the probability densitŷ c1uĴH
(1)

3(X,t)uc1& can be written, respectively, as
bil-

r-

-

c-

e

in
ib-
in
e

g
e

red

ly.
t

^c1uĴH~X,t!uc1&5
1

mh

1

2
~ I * @p#I @1#1c.c.!, ~65!

^c1uĴH
~1 !~X,t!uc1&5

1

mh
~ I * @Ap#I @Ap# !, ~66!

where now the functionalI @ f # is given by I @ f #[I 1@ f #
1I 2@ f # with

I j@ f #[a j@2p~Dp!2#21/4E
0

`

dp f~p!

3expF2S p2pj

2Dp D 2

2 i
px0

\ GexpF2
p2

2m

t

\
1 i

pX

\ G .
~67!

To obtain an analytical estimation~as a function oft) for
the probability current and for the probability density of a
rival times@as given by Eqs.~65! and~66!, respectively# we
shall next consider the asymptotic expansion of the ab
integral. To leading order asDp→0, we have@25#

I j@ f #;a jA2@2p~Dp!2#1/4f ~pj !

3expF2
pj

2

2m

t

\
2 i p j~x02X!/\G1OS ~Dp!3

ADp
D .

~68!

By substituting Eq.~68! into Eqs.~65! and~66!, one obtains,
after some algebra, the asymptotic expressions

^c1uĴH~X,t!uc1&

;
2A2p

mh
Dp$a1

2p11a2
2p21a1a2~p11p2!

3cos@~p2
22p1

2!t/2m1~p22p1!

3~x02X!#/\1O„~Dp!2
…%, ~69!

^c1uĴH
~1 !~X,t!uc1&

;
2A2p

mh
Dp$a1

2p11a2
2p21a1a2Ap1p2

3cos@~p2
22p1

2!t/2m

1~p22p1!~x02X!#/\1O„~Dp!2
…%. ~70!

From Eq.~69! we see that the probability current can ta
negative values whenever the interference term domin
over both the first and the second one. It is not hard to
that this is the case when it holds that

1!
a1

a2
!

p2

p1
~71!

and, under these circumstances, Eq.~69! is given, to a good
approximation, by
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^c1uĴH~X,t!uc1&;
2A2p

mh
Dpa1a2p2cos@p2

2t/2m

1p2~x02X!#/\1O„~Dp!3
….

~72!

In contrast, the probability densitŷc1uĴH
(1)(X,t)uc1& re-

mains always positive. This fact, which is evident from E
~66!, can also be verified from the asymptotic express
~70! by noting that the dominance of the interference te
would require that

1!
a1

a2
Ap1

p2
!1, ~73!

which is obviously impossible.
On the other hand, it can be readily verified that for no

normalizable states with a well-defined momentumuc6&
5up& (pÞ0), the quantity ^c6(t)uĴ(1)(X)uc6(t)& be-
comes indistinguishable from the usual probability curr
6^c6(t)uĴ(X)uc6(t)&. One expects this fact to be also tru
for normalizable states describing particles with a highly
fined momentum, and this is indeed the case as can be
ferred from the asymptotic behavior~as the momentum un
certainty approaches zero! of the integrals defining the
expectation values ofĴ(X) and Ĵ(1)(X) @see Eqs.~69! and
~70! above and takea2[0#.

In scattering problems one is usually concerned with p
ticles propagating with a well-defined velocity toward a l
calized interaction center. Such particles are characterize
quantum states highly concentrated in momentum sp
about a certain momentump0Þ0. Under these conditions
the expectation values ofĴ(X) and Ĵ(1)(X) coincide to a
good approximation, so that the probability current yie
essentially correct results for the probability density of t
time of arrival at a given point. This fact provides a justi
cation for the use ofĴ(X) in this kind of problem.

Finally, it is worth noting that Eq.~57!, which gives the
mean arrival timê tX&6 in terms of the probability current, is
applicable even for state vectors having a large momen
uncertainty. Indeed, its validity only requires the fulfillme
of conditions~18! and ~56!.

VI. CONCLUSION

Quantum theories are assumed to be more fundament
nature than the corresponding classical theories. Co
quently, it is possible, in principle, to define quantum qua
tities without resorting to the correspondence principle.
practice, however, the correspondence principle proves t
extremely useful in the construction of the quantum coun
part of a certain classical quantity. For instance, the can
cal quantization method represents an invaluable tool for
construction of quantum field theories. Furthermore, o
usually gets a better understanding of a quantum the
when a clear and unambiguous relationship can be es
lished between quantum and classical quantities.

In this paper we have been particularly interested in
vestigating the connection between the expressions pr
ously proposed in Ref.@7# for the probability distribution of
.
n
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-
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-
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the time of arrival at a given spatial point and their corr
sponding classical counterparts. In particular, we have sh
that, in the semiclassical limit\→0, the proposed probabil
ity density of arrival times coincides with the modulus of th
quantum probability current. Indeed, Eq.~37! can be rewrit-
ten in the form

z^6t;Xuc6& z2; z^c6~t!uĴ~X!uc6~t!& z. ~74!

This result has the interest that, at a classical level, the
rent of a statistical ensemble of particles propagating alon
well-defined spatial direction plays the role of a probabil
distribution of arrival times. Therefore, Eq.~74! reflects that
the quantityz^6t;Xuc6& z2 has the correct semiclassical lim
and suggests that it represents a quantum version of the
responding classical expression. We have explicitly sho
that this is the case by expressing the probability distribut
z^6t;Xuc6& z2 as the expectation value of a certain positi
definite current operator. Indeed, by making use of the f
that the probability amplitude of arriving atX at timet co-
incides with the probability amplitude of finding the sta

vector AuP̂u/muX& in the Schro¨dinger state of the particle
uc6(t)&, one can write the corresponding probability dens
in the form

PX
~6 !~t !uquant[ z^6t;Xuc6& z25^c6~t!uĴ~1 !~X!uc6~t!&,

~75!

where the positive-definite operator

Ĵ~1 !~X!5AuP̂u
m

d~X̂2X!AuP̂u
m

~76!

can be immediately recognized as a straightforward quan
version of the modulus of the classical currentuJ(X)u
5upu/md(x2X). The existence of a remarkable formal ana
ogy between the corresponding classical and quantum
pressions is therefore apparent: For particles propaga
along a well-defined spatial direction, the probability dist
bution of the time of arrival at a given point can be inferre
within both a classical and a quantum framework, from t
mean value of the modulus of the current.

On the other hand, for normalizable states satisfying
identity

uc6~ t !&[Q~6 P̂!uc6~ t !& ~77!

and vanishing faster thanp as p approaches zero, the mea
arrival time atX, ^tX&6 , can be equally calculated in term
of the positive-definite currentĴ(1)(X) or in terms of the
standard probability current. This interchangeable role is
restricted to the mean arrival time. Indeed, we have seen
for physical states with a sufficiently well-defined mome
tum the expectation values ofĴ(X) and Ĵ(1)(X) become
indistinguishable, so that the probability current yields ess
tially correct results for the probability density of the time
arrival at a given point. This fact may provide a justificatio
for the common practice of using the expectation value
Ĵ(X) in this kind of problem.
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Furthermore, under the same above conditions, the ex

tation value of the self-adjoint ‘‘time’’ operatorT̂(X) coin-
cides with the expectation values of the operatorsT̂(X) in-
troduced by Grotet al.and by Aharonov and Bohm@Eqs.~3!
and ~5!, respectively#, which have the interest that they ca
be considered as straightforward quantum versions of
classical expressiont(X)5m@X2x(0)#/p(0).

In summary, we have shown that the formalism dev
oped in Ref.@7# for the time of arrival of a quantum particl
at a given spatial point can be reformulated in a form t
exhibits a remarkable formal analogy with the correspond
classical formulation.

Note added in proof. As stated in the Introduction, th
idea that according to standard quantum mechanics mea
ing results of physical quantities can be inferred from
spectral decomposition of a certain self-adjoint opera
without having to make reference to the specific propertie
the measuring device involved, plays a central role in
treatment. In this regard it should be mentioned that a co
pletely different view is developed by Aharonovet al. @28#.
These authors, by explicitly modeling the measuring dev
arrive at the conclusion that the time of arrival cannot
.

al

-
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c-

e

l-

t
g

ur-
e
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of
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-

,
e

precisely defined and measured in quantum mechanics
the view of the present author, however, this pessimistic c
clusion can be mitigated, in part, by the assumptions
which it is based@29#.

On the other hand, in connection with Eq.~74! ~which is
only valid in the semiclassical limit! it is interesting to note
that, as shown by McKinnon and Leavens@3#, within the
framework of Bohmian mechanics the modulus of the qu
tum probability current provides a definition for the probab
ity density of arrival times which is of general applicabilit
@30#. Therefore, while according to Eq.~75! within conven-
tional quantum mechanics the probability density of the ti
of arrival can be defined as the mean value of the modulu
the current, within Bohmian mechanics it is the modulus
the mean value of the current that is the relevant quan
~the range of applicability of the two expressions is differe
however!.
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